
C U R I O S I T Y



Curiosity is defined as a need, thirst or desire for knowledge; the maintenance of an open 

mind is central to motivation, exploration, and creativity- a fact that was confirmed repeatedly 

throughout my own design process. Resultantly, my thesis combines the act of exploration

with the most open-minded level of curiosity- that of a child.  In this womenswear 

collection, I pulled visual elements from the novels “Around the World in 80 days” (Jules Verne) , 

“The Little Prince” (Antoine de Saint-Exupery), and Jean-Michele Basquiat’s work. The garments 

are visually supported by the form and shape of hot air balloons, a vehicle for exploration and a 

motif central to Vernes’ novel. For the structural pieces I examined the balloon’s panels and how 

tension with string contributed to the overall form; in order to achieve the desired fabric

stiffness, I combined silk organdy, stitch witchery, and silk organza. Moreover, with the jersey

garments I strove to use curvilinear seams that mimicked the shape of a hot air balloon. 

Functioning as blank canvases these forms were then layered with Basquiat's works. Influenced

by the “drawings of four and five year old infants' Basquiat is able to access his inner child in 

his work. In the same vein, “The Little Prince”- a character renowned for his youthful 

open mindedness- served as my character inspiration. 
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C U R I O S I T Y
roald dahlquentin blake

awe
wonder

wide eyes

“curiosity kills the cat”

tunnel vision - narrowmindedness; the absence of curiosity

building on summer internship (aeropostale)
              (childrenswear + accessories design intern)

justified magazine - source for some inspiration images

scribbles print playful prints

ciruclar motif 

draped deflated 

parachute look

quotes/excerpts

curiosity in interpersonal relationships

illustration

childrens authors

langdon graves

zina nedelcheva

jennybird 
alcantara

definition:

januz

miralles

basquiat

children’s drawings

dilka bear amy ross

initial color palette - bleached/ muted colors

acquiring knowledge

like fishermen

paintings by 

daniel carlstein

thirst for knowledge

sea of knowledge different types of nets

fisherman’s knot

kinds of knots

macrame

cat’s cradle

rudyard kipling

justso stories

pourquoi stories

"How the Whale Got His Throat" 

"How the Camel Got His Hump" 

"How the Rhinoceros Got His Skin"  

"How the Leopard Got His Spots" 

"How the Elephant got his Trunk" 

"How the Alphabet Was Made" 

"The Cat That Walked by Himself" 

"The Butterfly That Stamped" 

“if you are a dreamer come in.

if you are a dreamer, a wisher, a liar, 

a hope-er, a prayer, a magic bean buyer

if you’re a pretender, come sit by my fire, 

for we have some flax golden tales to spin,

come in!

come in!”

Antoine de Saint-Exupery

sculpture of 

          the little prince

soviet 

animated

film

“James and the Giant Peach”

“Fantastic Mr Fox”

“Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator”  

“Charlie and the Chocolate Factory”[]

“George's Marvellous Medicine” 

“The Twits”

“The Witches” 

“Matilda”

poetry
revolting rhymes

unexpected endings

music - “comme des enfants” (like children) 

artist - coeur de pirate

illustrations on apparel

vehicle for exploration
airplane

parachuting

hot-air balloon

ship

christopher columbus

knowledge by experience

thrills

sky-diving

bungee-jumping

rock-climbing

zeplin

artist inspired by 

children’s drawings 

“when i was a kid i used to buy and sell gravity”  - preacher by one republic 

other bulbous silhouettes

furniture design
nature

hot air balloon rides

jules vernesaround the world in 80 days

hot-air balloon; vehicle for exploration

lighting

chairsceramics glass

paper foldingorigami
kirigami

sites that demand space

installations

anish kapoor

jeff koons

gatherings that demand space

rituals

containment

apparel that contains

astronaut 

suites

reinterpreted

CURIOSITY, I WOULD CLAIM, OFFERS MANY OF THE SAME ADVANTAGES TO THE PERSON LOOKING FOR 

MEANING IN LIFE. IT MAKES POSSIBLE AN ENGAGEMENT WITH THE WORLD “BEYOND THE NARROW 

CONFINES OF OUR OWN CONSCIOUS STATES” IT NECESSARILY JUDGES THAT THERE ARE THINGS OUTSIDE 

OURSELVES THAT HAVE INHERENT INTEREST AND ARE WORTH EXPLORING, THINGS WORTHY OF MY TIME

AND MY ENGAGEMENT. IT SUCCESSFULLY AVOIDS BOREDOM AND INDIFFERENCE, WHICH ARE SURELY 

OBSTACLES TO A WELL-LIVED LIFE. AND JUST AS THERE IS NO PRACTICAL PROBLEM THAT ALL ETHICAL 

TASKS (IN SINGER’S SENSE OF “ETHICAL”) WILL BE ACCOMPLISHED, ONE NEED HAVE NO CONCERN ABOUT 

EXHAUSTING THE THINGS INTHE WORLD THAT ARE WORTHY OF EXPLORATION. 

THE LITTLE PRINCE, HOWEVER, IS THE DEEPEST - AND THE 

OBSCUREST - WORK OF THE LOT. THIS BOOK IS BROODED 

OVER BY CONCERN FOR HUMAN LIFE IN GENERAL AND FOR

OUR OWN TROUBLED TIMES IN PARTICULAR, A PASSIONATE 

CONCERN TO DISCOVER THE PLACE OF MAN IN THE UNIVERSE 

AND TO DEFINE THE FUNDAMENTAL VALUES OF LIFE.

possible TRANSFER METHODs

CRAYOLAPASTEL

WINTERGREEN OIL ACRYLIC LAQUER THINNER

PROJECTION

COLORING PENCILS PEN

HEAT TRANSFER

60” x 10 yard tyvek 10g

material concepts

used in gen purpose packaging applications 

such as lining crates, storing and shipping 

valuable art work, and wrapping area rugs 

and bolts of fabric for shipping and storage. 

significantly lighter than traditional 

fabrics and more durable than paper, 

tyvek 10g is also great for making long 

lasting templates. 

an outstanding college student agreed to help the reviewer by giving her 

point of view. “it seems to me that it would be difficult to find anyone who 

didn’t like the little prince, although a few hard-boiled individuals might not 

admit that they did. i think that the book tells of the inner need of every man

who in his lonliness feels that he must be ‘tamed’ by someone or something - 

whether it be a friend, an ideal, or a rose - and be more or less responsible to

it. le petit prince may be written in faity-tale form, but i think it is a story of 

men, of the foolishness of some adults and the wisdom of the childlike. it is a 

satire on people who take material and insignificant things too seriosuly and 

forget that the basic ideas of life and happiness are more important.

it is beautifully written - perhaps because it is simply and so truly done. it is 

full of every kind of humor, but it is not so whimsical that it is overdone and 

irritates the reader. like all allegorical writing it seems to make use of symbols,

and it makes subtle little remarks and references stand for great wisdom and 

great truths about human nature and life. i think it is the subtle and simple way

in which it is written that makes the whole thing seem so charming and lovely. ” 

                                                                                                      (ann oas.)

Curiosity as a moral virtue by elias baumgurten 

basquiat film

Virtues in participatory design; 

cooperation, curiosity, creativity, 

empowerment and reflexivity. 

Marc steen. 2012

silk screening

digital printing

coloring appareldyeing

MOOD: CHARMING / ENCHANTING

NOSTALGIA 

INNOCENCE

FEELINGS OF

CHANNELING INNER CHILD

PLAY TIRELESSLY

MAKE MISTAKES
QUESTION AUTHORITY

TELL STORIES

BE STUBBORN

Every child is an artist. The problem is how to 

remain an artist once we grow up.

- Pablo Picasso

“ambulances are just 

attention seekers”

The search for the true face of Leonardo

Siegfried WoldhekIllustrator

Curiosity (from Latin curiosus "careful, diligent, curious," akin to cura "care")

is a quality related to inquisitive thinking such as exploration, investigation, 

and learning, evident by observation in human and many animal species. 

The term can also be used to denote the behavior itself being caused by 

the emotion of curiosity. As this emotion represents a thirst for 

knowledge, curiosity is a major driving force behind scientific research 

and other disciplines of human study.

shel silverstein the invitation

within social strata

withiin structure

familial culture

hot-air balloon examples/

variations/through history

indian 

festival 

holi

jean-michele basquiat the radiant child

risd media call #: n6537.b233 j43 2010

basquiat books

other books

works by jean-michele 

basquiat and andy 

warhol from a 

collection : 26 oct 2000

basquiat, 1960-1988

n6537.b233 a4 2010

n6537.b233 a4 2000
potential muslin fabric

fuse project

hotair balloon 

representations 

in apparel

open/closed nets

different types 

of knots

dry desert

cracking paint 

(acrylic + oil drying speed)

crackle paint /

nailpolish

biomimicry

the opposite of curiosity

picasso continous line drawing

ted talks 

readings

Curiosity as a moral virtue 

by elias baumgurten 

Curiosity, one might argue, avoids boredom and indifference but fails to avoid the

greatest obstacle to a meaningful life, which is despair. Put another way, it is true that

curiosity allows one to see some value in particular experiences within one’s life and

provides a kind of meaning that is denied to a classically depressed person who is

withdrawn, disengaged, and indifferent.

curiosity is a virtue that  has instrumental

value in promoting other values – caring. 

curiosity is an appropriate response 

to certain situations and that people

mayeven have a duty to become curious

she considers occasions where 

curiosity isnot a virtue and where 

we may have a duty not to be curious

she considers the religious objection that 

curiosity is a vice, and argues that curiosity 

has aspecial role to play in addressing a secular 

person’s need for meaning in life. 

suggest that curiosity belongs to a family of concepts that point to different

ways of gaining knowledge about the world. These include attentiveness, “taking an

interest,” openness, receptivity, and even reverence. I will argue that curiosity is a

distinctive virtue but suggest that these related virtues are also worthy of study and that

they may contribute to different kinds of worthy engagement with the world.

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE

THE EYES OF THE SKIN

arhitectural privacy 

Michael Georgiou

September 2006
a topological approach to 

relational design problems

key words

space
boundary

privacy 

privacy 

regulation

abstract 

topological 

diagram

If one sees man surrounded by a series of invisible bubbles 

which have measureable dimensions, architecture can be 

seen in a good light.  Hall e.t. , 1969 

from the human skin to the build environment

the six myths of creativity

bill breen

A NEW STUDY to CHANGE 

HOW YOU GENERATE IDEAS 

AND DECIDE WHO'S REALLY 

CREATIVE IN YOUR COMPANY

fastcompany.com

TIME PRESSURE FUELS CREATIVITY

COMPETITION BEATS COLLABORATION

A STREAMLINED ORGANIZATION

IS A CREATIVE ORGANIZATION

Sculpted space, within and without

Antony Gormley

space and the human form

His works explore the interior space 

we feel within our own bodies — 

and the exterior space we feel 

around us, knowing that we are 

just dots in space and time.

“Art is not about objects of high monetary 

exchange. It's about reasserting our firsthand 

experience in present time.”

he collaborated with the choreographer 

Hofesh Shechter to create the powerful 

"Survivor," a piece with hundreds of 

dancers moving their own forms through 

space and time.

In his 2007/2010 piece "Event Horizon," 

he placed several dozen life-size casts 

of his own body on urban rooftops, 

where they looked out over streets 

and squares. Does the viewer imagine 

herself watched by these looming 

figures--or imagine being one of them? 

Blind Light

Rearranged Desert

Learning to See
he creates a cloud. 

The piece is meant to be an 

experience, and observers 

are invited to stroll through it.

“As you walk towards the ever-open threshold, 

you disappear, both to yourselves and to others,” 

Gormley says. “If you hold your hand out in front

 of you, you can’t see it. If you look down, you 

can’t see your feet. You are now consciousness 

without an object, free from the dimensionful 

and measured way in which life links us to the 

obligatory.”

Olafur Eliasson

The transparent simplicity and 

experiential nature of his work 

has built Olafur Eliasson's 

reputationas one of the 

world's most accessible

creators of contemporary art.

The Weather 

Project, 

at London's Tate 

Museum, 

storytellers both professional 

and provisional use their personal 

tale to entertain, educate 

and inspire action through ted talks 

Interior architecture is the design of a 

space which has been created by structural

 boundaries and the human interaction within 

these boundaries

adaptive reuse 

sustainable architecture practices

conserving resources through "recycling" 

a structure by adaptive redesign.

design squish blog

CREATIVITY COMES 

FROM CREATIVE TYPES

MONEY IS A CREATIVITY 

MOTIVATOR

FEAR FORCES 

BREAKTHROUGHS

Playing with space and light

"Waterfalls" in New York

Luke Syson

How I learned to stop worrying 

and love "useless" art

curator at the 

Metropolitan 

Museum of Art

other projects

1.

2

3

1. another place (1997)

2. vessel (2012)

3. clearing v (2009)

arthur ganson

kinetic art that explores deep 

philosophical

ideas

his work is "gestural," frequently 

grounded in biological and bodily 

processes but never 

limited to them

Happiness by design

Stefan Sagmeister: Graphic designer 

Sagmeister & Walsh is a NYC based design firm 

that creates identities, commercials, websites,

apps, films, books and objects for clients, 

audiences and ourselves.

Deep sea diving ... in a wheelchair

Sue Austin

In her art, she aims to 

convey the spirit of 

wonder she feels 

wheeling through 

the world.

risd grad

he has linguistic, numerical and visual synesthesia — 

meaning that his perception of words, numbers and 

colors are woven together into a new way of 

perceiving and understanding the world. 

high-functioning 

autistic savant

syndrome

Daniel Tammet
different ways of knowing

"Embracing the Wide Sky: 

A Tour Across the Horizons

 of the Mind," is a personal 

and scientific exploration of 

how the brain works and the 

differences and similarities 

between savant and 

non-savant minds

new book

graphic design = communication

storytelling

storytelling
Stories cut from paper

Beatrice Coron

creates intricate worlds, 

cities and countries, 

heavens and hell

ted playlist: All kinds of minds all kinds of minds

These powerful stories shatter 

preconceived notions about mental 

illness, and pose the provocative 

question: What can the world 

learn from different kinds of minds?

(all kinds of minds)

1. Elyn SaksA tale of mental illness- from the inside (Jun 2012) 

2. Temple Grand- inThe world needs all kinds of minds (Feb 2010)

3. Eleanor Longden- The voices in my head (Aug 2013) 

4. Ruby Wax- What's so funny about mental illness? (Oct 2012) 

5. Sherwin Nuland- How electroshock therapy changed me (Oct 2007)

6. Joshua Walters- On being just crazy enough (Jun 2011)

7. Jon Ronson- Strange answers to the psychopath test  (Aug 2012) 

8. Oliver Sacks- What hallucination reveals about our minds (Sep 2000)

9. Robert Gupta- Music is medicine, music is sanity (Mar 2010)

 

Our brains: predictably irrational

11 talks

another ted playlist

1. Michael Shermer- Why people believe weird things (Nov 2006)

2. Dan Ariely- Beware conflicts of interest (Aug 2011)

3. Barry Schwartz- The paradox of choice (Sep 2006)

4. Dan Dennett- The illusion of consciousness (Apr 2007) 

5. Dan Ariely- Are we in control of our own decisions? (May 2009)

6. Tali Sharot- The optimism bias (May 2012)

7. Daniel Kahneman- The riddle of experience vs. memory (Mar 2010)

8. Peter Donnelly- How juries are fooled by statistics (Nov 2006)

9. Daniel Goldstein- The battle between your present and future self (Dec 2011)

10. Sheena Iyengar- The art of choosing  (Jul 2010)

11. James Randi- Homeopathy, quackery and fraud (Apr 2010)

3 pounds of jelly in our skulls 

she made a cape cut

 from Tyvek

“It's all if. So what if we were living in balloon houses? 

It would make a very uplifting world. And we would leave 

a very low footprint on the planet. It would be so light. 

So sometimes I view from the inside,”

“Other times, it's not even my stories. People tell me their lives, 

their memories, their aspirations, and I create a mindscape. 

I channel their history so that they have a place to go back 

to look at their life and its possibilities. I call them Freudian cities.”

So in life and in papercutting, 

everything is connected. 

One story leads to another

artist book installation 

called "Identity Project."

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie

The danger of a single story

risd liberal arts class; 

africa an oral culture

miru kim

MUSE : lucy mcrae
BODY ARCHITECTactivates a space

in-between states: (an instance)

semi-restricted communication

low levels of vocal communication

no accessibility communication

proximity communication 

no olfactory communication

public: 

unrestricted communication 

visibility communication

vocal communication

accessibility communication 

proximity communication

olfactory communication

surface innovation: redefining boundaries of interior and exterior spaces

the eyes want to collaborate with the other senses. all the senses including vision, can be 

regarded as extensions of the sense of touch - as specialisations of the skin. they define the 

interface between the skin and the environment - between the opaque interiority of the body 

and the exteriority of the world. in the view of rene spitz, ‘all perception begins in the oral 

cavity, which serves as ate primeval bridge from inner

reception to external perception.’ even the eye touches;

the gaze implies an unconscious touch, bodily mimesis and 

identification. 

spaces of 

scent

the shape 

of touch

jstor readings

feels an obligation to animate and 

humanize abandoned spaces in order 

to preserve their memories in a 

creative way

"Naked City" is a nickname for New York

 the eyes of the skin

obsessed with this idea of blurring 

the perimeter of the body, so you 

couldn't see where the skin ended 

and the near environment started. 

explores how technology coexists 

with raw human emotion.

worked at Philips Electronics in the far-future 

design research lab, looking 20 years into the 

future. I explored the human skin, and how 

technology can transform the body

designed stretchable electronics, an electronic tattoo and a range of

emotional sensing dresses awarded Time’s Best Fashion Invention in 2007.

What is the human body to you? 

I don't really think of it as separate thing. Naturally it is 

a starting point for me – the ballet training, the architectural 

background created this vortex towards the body. The body 

is like the core, and I build layers and concepts on top of that.

Lucyandbart is a collaboration between Lucy McRae and Bart Hess described as an 

instinctual stalking of fashion, architecture, performance and the body. They work in 

a primitive and limitless way creating future human shapes

Lucy and Bart

The Modern Language Review, Vol 82., No. 4 (Oct 1987) p.973 - 974

water transfer printing

the 3 penny review, no 117 (sp. 2009) p.8-9. 

"On Antoine de Saint-Exupery"

"The Little Prince": 

A Legacy, 

James E Higgins, 

p.514-515, 572 

College Eng. Vol 7., No 8. May 1946 (p.431-37)

 "The Little Prince rides the White Deer: 

Fantasy + Symbolism in recent literature."

Journal of Architectural 

Education (1984-) Vol., 58. 

No 2. (Nov 2004) p.25-27

The Medium + The Thing 

Itself"

porter robinson - sea of voices (rac mix)



mood BOARD



warm-up sketches

these sketches helped inform the silhouette i was constructing. they served as guidelines to realize a more unpredictable form.



 mater ials + construct ion BOARD

variety of tyvek material samples

top and bottom snap machine parts

stud: r 8031a / press: 8031

interfacing assortment

white / cream / ivory 

colored woven fabrics

assortment

closure options varied 

from velcro, magnetic + 

manual snaps, twine, and 

parachute cord.

jersey fabric assortment

first attempt at creating structure 

involved the hemming foot and inserting 

reed as the panels were being sewn 

together

the second attampt involved serging

 the panels together with the light-

weight serger

i did extensive research on the history of hot-air balloons, the seams used to 

construct hot-air balloons, hot-air balloon events, the film and novel of

 “around the world in 80 days,” as well as parachuting and the balloon forms 

that transpired from this thrill-seeking sport. 

http://www.brisbanehotairballooning.com.au/faqs/ballooninghistory.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot_air_balloon

http://www.hotairballoon.com

http://www.apexballoons.com/tips/

at this stage, my focus had switched towards the shape of hot-air balloon shapes and forms. i was also 

further inspired by the construction of the balloon panels as well as the use of rope to provide the 

necessary tension for liftoff and navigation. 

further supporting research

supporting inspiration + mood research

pulled visual 

element of 

hot-air ballons 

from this novel



paper musl ins
i tried a variety of shapes and foms inspired by the silhouette and construction of a 

hot-air balloon. i used magic tape and the apparel rulers to achieve the large dimensions 

and desired curvilinear shape on paper before fully realizing the product silhouette on 

the size 8 form. 

the skirt construction differed from the other two garments as it involved 

placing the paper on the form and then shaping it around until a satisying 

look emerged. i then removed the finalized paper structure and took it apart 

so that i could proceed to draft and pattern.

1.

1. potential upper body structure

2. beginning stage of hot-air balloon top construction

3. initial jacket panel laid out

4. jacket panels attached. small scale and large scale.

5 + 6. curved folding samples

7. skirt pattern laid out 

8. side and top view of sample for the bottom part of pant leg. 

9. paper sample inspired by the curved crease sculpture of erik + martin demaine

10. initial bodysuit form

2.

3.

7.

my third attempt was the most successful pant leg and so i used these panel

patterns as a jumping board to reach a more resolved design. i had planned 

to make this bodysuit lead into the jersey sweetheart top through the use 

of darts. however after numerous design revisions the darts were completely

eliminated and replaced with snap closures. 

i came across the work of erik and martin demaine and used thatin my second attempt 

for a pants leg. i did get a pants leg, but felt it was too regualted and predictable.

4. 5. 6.

8. 9. 10.

while exploring what shapes are possible in 

the genre of self-folding origami i produced 

a sample that served as the bottom structure 

of my pant leg.



balloon paper musl in

this is the paper skirt construction process. there were difficulties making the waist fit snugly, however after constant revisions the pattern fitted smoothly around the waist. i then remade it in tyvek material. 



balloon bodysu it ,  dress ,  and hood ie

1.

2. 3.

4.

1. hoodie - used 1/2 of the pattern from 

jacket as a jumping board and to assure 

sense of continuity within collection.

2. dress - intial form had an upper shoulder 

that conflicted with the bottom half.

3. top - considered not attaching middle panel

4. bodysuit - panels consisted of an abab rhythm



deconstruct ion

to better shape the patterns into a more fluid form, i had to cut them 

from the form that i had stapled/taped/pinned the paper to.

these were then taped down and redrawn with smoother less 

problematic curves 

these patterns were then transferred onto tyvek material and resewn to ensure 

the revised patterns fitted well. any unanticipated bumps meant redoing the 

entire process again. 

every curved fold became a seam and was subsequently 

drawn on with permanent marker. 

any curved folds that were too complicated or that were gathering 

at any one point were simplified and made into a single piece.

this stage required the form to be at varying heights in order to 

access other areas better. 

the upper part of the dress was left till last because it was the most 

convoluted and unreseolved part. 



methods to create structures

mater ial conversat ion 

i settled on this material combination of stitchwitchery 

and polyorganza. however when i purchased similar 

fabrics the resulting outsome was not so stiff. 

so i continued experiementing with stitchwitchery and 

woven fabrics until i reached a satisying fabric 

solution. silk organza silk organdy and stitchwithcery 

sandwiched in between. 

sewing organza with an invisible 

zipper foot.

sewing organza with a hemming foot with reed 

inserted afterwards. it was challenging sewing 

organza with a hemming foot and there were 

many mistakes before i was able to make a 

decent sample. 

close up of successful reed and hemming

foot combination

close up of successful reed and hemming

foot combination

variety of ropes, cords, twine, yarn second batch of material combinations with stitchwitchery before i reached 

a fabric combination with the desired stiffness similar to that of the blue fabric.

first batch of material combinations until i was 

content with fabric stiffness of the blue fabric in 

the above photo. 



making f inal garments

DECONSTRUCTED TYVEK GARMENTS. THESE WERE REVISED ON 

THE FORM AFTER CRIT. THE NEWLY MADE PATTERN PIECES 

WERE cut out AND LAID FLAT FOR PATTERNMAKING.

these are the two major parts of the bottom half of the dress. they are ready to be attached to each 

other. 

4 panels of the bodysuit. “look 1” consists of the 

most fabric

i drew lines with dritz water soluble pen to make sure i 

was hitting all the right points.

sewing panels together

1

2

3

4

5

patterns ready to be cut out in final fabric

initially used the coverstitch for the jersey 

garmentsbut switched to using self fabric with 

the serger to compliment bound finishing of 

structural garments.



making f inal garments

full view of hot air balloon jacket full view of hot air balloon hoodie
using double fold bias tape (oyster color) for the 

interior of each garment

using 1/2 inch self fabric to finish the hems of the garments

the garments were constantly covered in plastic to preserve cleanliness sewing top and bottom half was left

until the very end due to binding hem 

issues at the waist

side view of fully constructed dress. side view of fully constructed 

skirt.

side view of fully constructed top.



f itt ings

difficulties.

- 1st form i used was a size 10 

childrens size as the other forms 

were being used for the apparel 

woodsgerry show

- i had to lengthen every panel 6” 

and made sure the chest area was 

expanded accordingly. 

- initially i decided on straps to 

hold the bodysuit up but then 

realized it was the only one that 

didnt have an accompanying jersey 

piece. 

realizing that, i choose to make

 an underlying leotard, the leotard 

was then handstitched onto the 

bodysuit. 

look f - elena barre

full-length bodysuit with hot-air

balloon hoodie. 

the collar needed to be pressed and 

rolled into shape, and then held in place 

with a snap.

side view back view

the ripples are intentional. this look shows

the highest height of the balloon as well as

indicates its deflation ; and so the beginning of 

another life cycle. 

side viewfront view back view final fabric fitting

look a - anna skopenko

tyvek muslin fitting

initial bodysuit side view



transfer process

- mask and solvent resistant gloves were necessary. 

-all the windows were kept open to ventilate the room. 

fall semester = 1 can of thinner + 1  can of spray adhesive

sping semester = 2 1/2 cans of thinner + 1 can of spray adhesive

trial final fabric  piece - laquer thinner applied to hp printed sheet filled with basquiat’s work.prior transfer methods included pen, crayon, coloring 

pencils, and markers with the use of a lightbox.

other considerations were projections, silkscreening, 

and digital embroidery. 

instructions for transferring: 

1. the chosen prints had to be flipped vertically on 

illustrator to ensure they were transferred with 

the correct orientation. this was necessary

as some of basquiat’s work had verbage

2. place printed hp sheet face down. 

3. apply the thinner with a brush.

4. rub carefully with a flat object. 

jacket panels partially covered. i applied the prints cautiously as i had not fully decided whether or 

not iwanted an all over or localized print arrangement. however the transfer print turned out to be 

more successful than anticipated and so i decided on an all-over print.

close-up image of skirt closure after print application.to apply thinner to top i had to invert it and at times had to attach it to a miniform to 

keepit an angle that allowed me to apply thinner at problem areas (ie. center front 

mini panel)



transfer process

dress is pinned onto the miniform and then the bottom 

wooden part of the mini ironing board is used 

as a hard surface to rub the print against. 

bodysuit in the process of having the print applied top photo: side view of dress on mini ironing board

bottom photo: pile of used print sheets

close up of watercolor print on bodysuit. side view of fully covered dress.

kiera is wearing a jersey leotard and a structured skirt 

elena is wearing a jersey bodysuit with a structured 

hoodie.

hoodie and jacket looks ready for photoshoot5 looks ironed and ready to be worn. brittany is wearing a structured top with 

a crop top and jersey leggings.



treat ing shoes

the final product was more successful than i had 

expected it to be. 

starting materials: procion mx dye, paint brushes, 

spray bottle, bowl for water, paint palette, containers.

the outcome after throwing dye onto the shoes. 

the colors were vibrant at first but faded each time when  

they were done drying. 

dripping watercolor paint was sucessful as well but were 

too colorful and vibrant, they stole the attention away 

from the garments. i did this twice, first with lighter tones,

and then with larger strokes and bolder colors. 

after rewashing the shoes a third time to mute the colors.

i applied the same transfer process as i had with the jersey 

garments. 
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